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COVER CURTAIN 
COLLECTION 2020

Cover Curtain a spatially room divider meets a book shelve. Showcasing your favourite 

book covers as a rhythmic moodboard in space. Cover Curtain works as an instrument with 

endless possibilities. Created to proudly show your hidden gems and prevents piling up 

endless towers of unread magazines.

Cover Curtain comes in three different colours. Our basic module comes in sandblasted 

brass-coloured aluminium, which is light and free of corrosion. Alternative colours are 

“Silver-gray” and black. Custom colouring on demand.

Cover Curtain has many custom options. We can curve, change color and sizing.  

We imagine the Cover Curtain in different spaces, like waiting rooms and restaurants. 

It can be a very personal showcase, because it shows the covers.

Gold Silver Custom
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SHOWCASING YOUR FAVOURITE 
BOOKCOVERS
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COVER CURTAIN

EDITION                      Unlimited

PRODUCT USE Indoor

DIMENSIONS  Element: 350 x 10 x 80 mm (l x w x h)

 Choose composition. 

VERSIONS Standard | finish : Brass 

 Standard | finish : Custom color  

 Special | material : Copper

  

MATERIALS/FINISH Module

 Standard | finish : Brass

 Anodized aluminium & sandblasted glass 

 with stainless suspension cables and stainless assembly

 Special | material : Copper

 Varnished copper & sandblasted glass

 with stainless suspension cables and black metal assembly

 * Please note this item may naturally corrode in time, which  

 gives it a organic look.

 Special | material : Stainless steel

 Sandblasted stainless steel & sandblasted glass

 with stainless suspension cables and stainless assembly

 Exclusive | finish : Custom Color 

 Anodized aluminium & sandblasted glass 

 with stainless suspension cables and stainless assembly

RAIL & CANOPY   Black 

 * White color on request.

PACKAGE Per Module

 1 BOX 500 x 700 x 50 mm

 Net weight standard 200 grams (per module)

 Net weight special 600 grams (per module)

350 mm

 80 m
m
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INNOVATIVE SPACE SEPARATOR
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COMPOSITION
SUGGESTIONS

Copy Curtain gives you endless possibilities in compositions. 

Choose the number of modules and suspension wires to your wishes and vary in 

shapes and sizes. It is possible to add modules and wires to your collection in a 

later stage due to the modular railsystem.
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V-V-V LIMPID LIGHTS

INTERIOR

DISCOVER 
 

VANTOT works in translating innovative and experimental ideas into refreshing 

applications, products, and installations. Sometimes, products are made on request 

as a project. We are specialized in lighting and also creating other products in 

different categories which will be shown in the following content. 

 

Click on the image for more information, catalog, high resolution photo’s, technical 

info and 3D-files. 

POLAR PLAY

O-O-O

EXPLODED VIEW
Eclipse

FEATHER

EXPLODED VIEW
Lunar

SPECIALS
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VANTOT; 
CONTRIBUTING TO THE 
TRANSITION OF LIGHT 
SAM VAN GURP & ESTHER JONGSMA

VANTOT 
 
For Dutch duo VANTOT, it’s all in the name. Literally translated from Dutch to mean 

‘from to’, VANTOT focuses on the entire process, starting with a technique and 

ending with the product. The pair strives to find new applications for innovations 

in everyday life, and it’s not only new-found technologies which have seized their 

interest. Serving as a guiding light in the duo’s work, antiquated techniques are 

put to good use in modern day outlets, mutually benefiting from today’s updated 

knowledge base.

Take electricity. Although light bulbs have been around for centuries, innovations 

 – such as the rise of the LEDs – have made continuous evolution possible.  

And today, electronic devices operate on much lower voltages than ever before, 

significantly decreasing its hazardous aspects. While direct contact with 

electricity – and light – used to be a no go, recent developments illuminate 

completely new realms for the old technology.
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VANTOT 

Daalakkerweg 14-36 | 5641 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

+31 40 3046752 | info@vantot.com | www.vantot.com
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